
2. 30+ HOURS OF PORTABLE PLAYTIME 

Short: Emberton II offers 30+ hours of portable playtime on a single charge.

Medium: Emberton II offers 30+ hours of portable playtime on a single charge. Its compact size, 
rugged durability and reliable playtime make it perfect to take with you. When you’re out of 
battery, Emberton II won’t keep you waiting long – plug in your speaker and return to full 
battery in 3 hours.

Long: Emberton II offers 30+ hours of portable playtime on a single charge. Its compact size, 
rugged durability and reliable playtime make it perfect to take with you. When you’re out of 
battery, just plug in your speaker and return to full battery in 3 hours. If you need a speedy 
top-up, Emberton II has a quick-charge feature, with only 20 minutes delivering a playtime 
of 4 hours. Listening matters, and this speaker won’t keep you waiting for the next song.

1. SUPERIOR SIGNATURE SOUND

Short: Emberton II delivers sound that is rich, clear and loud, like the artist intended. Experience 
absolute 360° sound with True Stereophonic, a unique form of multi-directional sound from 
Marshall – where every spot is a sweet spot.

Medium: Emberton II delivers sound that is rich, clear and loud, like the artist intended. Experience 
absolute 360° sound with True Stereophonic, a unique form of multi-directional sound from 
Marshall – where every spot is a sweet spot. By separating out the spatial content of stereo 
recordings, Emberton II produces a sound much larger than its size and outperforms most 
speakers in its class.

Long: Emberton II delivers sound that is rich, clear and loud, like the artist intended. Two 2’’ full 
range drivers and two passive radiators bring you the heavy Marshall sound you know and 
love. By separating out the spatial content of stereo recordings, Emberton II produces a sound 
much larger than its size and outperforms most speakers in its class. Its custom-tuned audio 
components enhance the multi-directional sound by providing brilliantly powerful and clear 
sound throughout the entire frequency range. Emberton II utilises True Stereophonic, a unique 
form of multi-directional sound from Marshall. True Stereophonic is stereo sound, but not as 
you’ve heard it before. Experience superior spatial and binaural sound that flows around you 
and fills any space. This is absolute 360° sound – where every spot is a sweet spot.

KEY SELLING POINTS 

PRODUCT COPY 

Emberton II is a compact portable speaker with the loud and vibrant sound 
only Marshall can deliver. Two 2’’ full range drivers and two passive radiators 
bring you the heavy Marshall sound you know and love. Experience absolute 
360° sound with True Stereophonic, a unique form of multi-directional sound 
from Marshall – where every spot is a sweet spot. By separating out the spatial 
content of stereo recordings, Emberton II produces a sound much larger than 
its size and outperforms most speakers in its class. Amplify your sound with 
a multi-speaker Stack Mode session by connecting your speaker to other 
Emberton II speakers. With 30+ hours of playtime, you can enjoy the superior 
sound of Marshall for hours on end.

This lightweight speaker is tough and resilient, weighing in at only 0.7 kg
(1.5 lbs) while boasting an extremely durable and easy-to-use design, making 
it a must for any occasion. Emberton II has an IP67 dust- and water-resistance 
rating so it won’t let rain or dirt get in the way of your music. The textured 
silicone sleeve arcs back to the classic vinyl that encased the original amplifiers 
and signature details, such as the solid metal grille and iconic Marshall script, 
echo the legacy of rock ’n’ roll that you know and love.

PACKS A PUNCH
30+ HOURS OF PORTABLE PLAYTIME

TAGLINE



4. PAIR, PLAY AND BRING THE LOUD

Short: Emberton II won’t slow you down with a lengthy set-up – pair, play and let the good times roll.

Medium: Emberton II won’t slow you down with a lengthy set-up – pair, play and let the good times roll. 
Download the dedicated app if you want to find the right sound with equaliser presets, and to 
keep your speaker up to date with Over-the-Air (OTA) updates.

Long: Emberton II won’t slow you down with a lengthy set-up – pair, play and let the good times roll. 
Download the dedicated app if you want to find the right sound with equaliser presets, and to 
keep your speaker up to date with Over-the-Air (OTA) updates. Emberton II is straightforward 
and easy to use, with a multi-directional control knob that allows you to play, pause, skip 
tracks and adjust the volume, as well as turn the speaker on or off. Multi-host functionality 
allows you to connect your speaker to two devices at once so you can let others in on the 
action without having to pass your phone around. Emberton II is ready and willing whenever 
you want to listen.

5. HOST A MULTI-SPEAKER SESSION WITH STACK MODE

Short: Emberton II has been powered up with Stack Mode – connect to other Emberton II speakers 
and amplify your sound.

Medium: Emberton II has been powered up with Stack Mode. Amplify your sound with a multi-speaker 
session by connecting your speaker to other Emberton II speakers. Create a sound as big as 
your imagination.

Long: Emberton II has been powered up with Stack Mode. Amplify your sound with a multi-speaker 
session by connecting your speaker to other Emberton II speakers. To activate Stack Mode, 
just use the controls on the speaker. Stack as many Emberton II speakers as you like and 
create a sound as big as your imagination.

6. A MORE SUSTAINABLE APPROACH 

Short: Emberton II brings you a more sustainable listening experience, with 50% post-consumer 
recycled plastic from used electronics, water bottles and automotive light covers, and is 
100% PVC-free.

Medium: Emberton II is faithful to the iconic heritage design of the brand while taking a more 
sustainable approach. This speaker’s sturdy build comprises 50% post-consumer recycled 
plastic from used electronics, water bottles and automotive light covers, and is 100% 
PVC-free.

Long: Emberton II is faithful to the iconic heritage design of the brand while taking a more 
sustainable approach. This speaker’s durable build comprises 50% post-consumer 
recycled plastic from used electronics, water bottles and automotive light covers, and 
is 100% PVC-free. Marshall is dedicated to creating positive change in the world, and 
continues to work towards building longer-lasting, more sustainable products.

3. ROADWORTHY IP67-RATED DESIGN

Short: Emberton II is tough and resilient, boasting an extremely durable IP67 dust- and water-
resistance rating.

Medium: Emberton II is tough and resilient, boasting an extremely durable and easy-to-use design that 
features an IP67 dust- and water-resistance rating. It won’t let rain or dirt get in the way of 
your music.

Long: Emberton II is tough and resilient. With its silicone exterior and solid metal grille, it boasts 
an extremely durable and easy-to-use design. Emberton II has an IP67 dust- and water-
resistance rating so you can submerge Emberton II in 1 m (3 ft) of water for a period of up to 
30 minutes. This is a speaker that won’t let rain or dirt get in the way of your music.



7. ICONIC MARSHALL DESIGN 

Short: Emberton II combines contemporary technology with iconic Marshall design to deliver 
hard-hitting sound while retaining a classic look.

Medium: Emberton II combines contemporary technology with iconic Marshall design to deliver 
hard-hitting sound while retaining a classic look. You’ll want to proudly display this speaker 
anywhere you go.

Long: Emberton II combines contemporary technology with iconic Marshall design to deliver 
hard-hitting sound while retaining a classic look. The textured silicone sleeve arcs back 
to the classic vinyl that encased the original amplifiers and signature details, such as the 
solid metal grille and iconic Marshall script, echo the legacy of rock ’n’ roll.

8. BLUETOOTH 5.1 

Short: Emberton II comes equipped with Bluetooth 5.1 technology.

Medium: Emberton II comes equipped with Bluetooth 5.1 technology for simple connectivity, exceptional 
audio quality and wireless music play.

Long: Emberton II comes equipped with Bluetooth technology 5.1 for simple connectivity, exceptional 
audio quality and wireless music play. Play music from any Bluetooth device with a 10 m (30 
ft) range. Quickly and easily connect to Emberton II from any Bluetooth-enabled device for a 
superior audio experience.



BATTERY

POWER INPUT

30+ hours 

3 hours

20 minutes charging gives  
4 hours of playtime

BATTERY PLAYTIME 

TIME TO FULL RECHARGE 

QUICK CHARGE

USB-C 5V/3A

BLUETOOTH  
5.1

STACK  
MODE

IP67 DUST- & WATER-
RESISTANT DESIGN

50% RECYCLED 
PLASTIC*

MARSHALL 
SIGNATURE SOUND

30+ HOURS OF  
PORTABLE PLAYTIME

*40% of the product consists of plastic of which 50% is post-consumer recycled 
(excluding electronic components).

KEY SELLING POINTS WITH ICONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIO SPECIFICATION

POWER AMPLIFIERS

DRIVERS 

DRIVER TYPE

CABINET PRINCIPLE

MAXIMUM SOUND  
PRESSURE LEVEL

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

EQAULISER PRESETS 

STEREO/MONO

Two 10 W Class D amplifiers

Two 2" 10 W full range  
Two passive radiators

Dynamic

Sealed with passive radiator

87 dB SPL @ 1 m

 
60 Hz – 20 kHz

Find the right sound with three 
equaliser presets

Stereo

WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

BLUETOOTH RANGE

TOP-PANEL CONTROLS

Bluetooth 5.1

10 m / 30 ft

• Multi-directional control knob
• Bluetooth pairing button

CONTROLS AND CONNECTIVITY

BOX CONTENTS

 

• Emberton speaker
• User manual with legal and   
   safety information
• USB-C charging cable 

INCLUDED IN THE BOX

PHYSICAL UNIT

COMPATIBLE APPS

DIMENSIONS 

WEIGHT 

COLOURWAYS 

DUST AND WATER RESISTANCE

68 x 160 x 76 mm
(2.68 x 6.30 x 2.99 in)

0.7 kg  
1.5 lbs

• Black and Brass
• Cream

IP67

Marshall Bluetooth


